This paper contains the fifth part of the Catalog of Variable Stars created from the V -band photometric data collected by 9
Introduction
The All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS, Pojmański 1997) is a photometric CCD sky survey monitoring entire southern and part of the northern sky (δ < 25 • ) since October 2000. It was triggered by ideas of Paczyński (1997) of using small automated instruments for bright star surveys.
The ASAS system (Pojmański 2001), located in Las Campanas Observatory (operated by the Carnegie Institution of Washington), consists of four instruments equipped with two wide field (9 • × 9 • , B and V filters), one very wide (36 • × 36 • , R filter) and one narrow field (2 • × 2 • , I filter) cameras, with 2K×2K CCD attached. This configuration allows us to obtain photometry of all sources brighter than limiting magnitude V ∼ 14 (I ∼ 13).
Variability analysis was performed using the V -band data as soon as reasonable amount of data had been collected. We have already presented preliminary catalogs of variable stars in the Southern Hemisphere (Pojmański 2002 , 2003 , Pojmański and Maciejewski 2004 , 2005 This paper contains the fifth part of the analyzed data -variable stars located in the fields located in the Northern Hemisphere (δ < +28 • ).
Observations and Data Reduction
Data acquisition and processing in the ASAS system is fully automated, starting from taking calibration frames (BIAS, DARK, FLAT), scheduling observations and telescope control, through image processing, photometry, astrometry, data transfer and backup, to incorporating new measurements into the ASAS Photometric Catalog.
The data reduction pipe-line used to process ASAS data was described in details by Pojmański (1997) . We are making simultaneous photometry through five apertures (2 to 6 pixels in diameter). Each aperture data is processed separately. Data obtained with the smallest one is used for the faint (V > 12) stars and with the largest one for the bright (V < 9) objects. Profile fitting and image subtraction were tested as an alternative, but did not perform well with highly variable and undersampled ASAS images.
Astrometric calibration is currently based on the ACT (Urban et al. 1998) catalog. Typical positional accuracy is around 0.2 pixels ( ∼ 3 arc sec).
The zero-point offset of photometry is based on the Tycho (Perryman et al. 1997 ) data and in most areas in the sky is accurate to about 0.05 mag. However, due to the non-perfect flat-fielding, missing color information and blending of the stars, much larger errors can be sometimes observed. Differential accuracy is much better, reaching 0.01 for bright stars.
Variability Search and Classification
Variability analysis was the same as the one used to complete previous parts of this catalog (Pojmański 2000) . Only top 5 % of the stars showing large dispersion of measurements were analyzed. Light curves were tested for periodicity with the Analysis Of Variance test (Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1989) . Non-periodic behavior was detected with dedicated long-term variability test. All detections were inspected and confirmed visually.
The automated classification algorithm, described in details in previous parts of this catalog (Pojmański 2002 (Pojmański , 2003 (Pojmański , 2004 , consists of a few basic steps: First, 2MASS and IRAS counterparts are identified, providing J, H, K for all stars (with 10% abiguity due to blending) and infrared fluxes for some of them. Strictly periodic variables are then classified into predefined classes using periods, amplitudes, Fourier coefficients of the light curves, H − K and J − H colors and infrared fluxes. Less periodic light curves and other unusual objects are simply assigned MISC type.
The Catalog
We have selected 11,509 variable stars in the equatorial zone of the Northern Hemisphere.
For each star the following data are provided: ASAS identification ID (coded from the star's α 2000 and δ 2000 in the form: hhmmss − ddmm.m), period P in days (or characteristic time scale of variation for irregular objects), T 0 -epoch of minimum (for eclipsing) or maximum (for pulsating) brightness, V max -brightness at maximum, ∆V -amplitude of variation, T ype -one of the predefined classes: DSCT , RRC , RRAB , DCEP F U , DCEP F O , CW , ACV , BCEP , M and M ISC . GCVS cross-identification, J , J − H and H − K data taken from 2MASS catalog are also provided.
Search for GCVS (Kholopov, et al. 1985) variables revealed about 2,402 possible matches within 3 arc minute radius.
Numbers of stars that have been primarily classified as a given type are listed in Table  1. Table 2 . contains a compact version of the catalog. Only four columns are listed for each star: identification ID , P , V max , and ∆V . Column ID also contains some flags -":" if classification was uncertain, "?" if multiple classes were assigned (objects were grouped in the table according to the highest rank assignment), "v" if GCVS data for this object exist. • -28
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